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Abstract
Fibre optics sensors have recently gained a lot of interest regarding their capability to perform distributed
measurements over many tens of kilometer of fibre. This type of sensors informs continuously about a
quantity to be measured such as temperature or strain at any position along the fibre, directly providing a map
of the measured quantity as a function of distance. This capability is particularly attractive for monitoring
large structures such as pipelines, bridges or tunnels. Sensors using the nonlinear optical effect named
stimulated Brillouin scattering offer the best accuracy over the longest distance to date, but suffer from an
inherent limitation to a meter spatial resolution. We shall present recent works based on a novel approach
circumventing this physical limitation and making possible a drastic improvement in the spatial resolution
down to a centimeter spatial resolution, directly competing with fibre Bragg gratings. This opens a totally new
field in fibre optics through the generation of optically dynamic gratings that can be randomly positioned. We
shall show very recent results demonstrating the huge potentiality of this novel approach for signal processing
and optical storage.
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